
January 30, 2023 

Fearful Hearts 
 

Last evening Gabens gave me an update on the situation on the ground. The weekend was 

peaceful…which was predictable. Cars were on the streets. Stores were open. On Saturday, 

Michel and Gabens were able to do some food shopping. On Sunday afternoon Gabens was able 

to drive to Santa Chiara for a few hours to check on things. However, the protests are said to 

resume on Monday. It seems no one every learns that the protests never change anything; all the 

do is disrupt the lives of regular people. So anticipation of a chaotic week, Gabens made sure 

there was enough food stored and everything was ready for another lockdown. 
 

The leadership of the police are trying to turn the cops anger away from them and back onto the 

gangs, who are the real enemy. They announced a special police action named “Tornado One.” 

And named operation implies they are going after the gangs with the intention of killing them. 

What could go wrong with that. One gang leader said that the gangs and the cops have the same 

masters, and he asked the cops to join with the gangs to together they can go after the corrupt 

officials. The leader said the same politician that are send you (the cops) to go after us (the gangs) 

are the same one sending us (the gangs) the guns and ammunition to go after you (the cops). The 

gang leader said if the police keep coming after the gangs, more cops will die. Only in Haiti could 

this make any sense or possibly be true. The gangs not only killed police last week, but also 

members of the their families. The gang leader even said they could lend the cops some guns to 

go after the corrupt politicians. 
 

Time out. Yes there are corrupt politicians. But it is the gangs that are killing innocent people and 

burning down entire neighbors causing the residents to flee with whatever they could carry. It is 

the gangs that are kidnapping people and killing some to the victims. It is the gangs who are 

killing nuns and children. No they are pretending to be high-minded and going after corrupt 

politicians.  
 

Fear remains in the hearts of the people as they have no idea what with happen. Some members 

of the SCCC Board have urged me not to return to Haiti next Sunday. I elected to travel on Sunday 

because Sundays are usually quiet. Any problems on a Sunday normally happen late in the day. 
 

Meanwhile, yesterday on my fourth day in Florida, I managed a half hour walk after church. 
 

 



 
 

Inside Santa Chiara Steph and the kids had fun on Sunday. 
 

 


